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LETTER FROM THE LITMAG EDITORS:
Hello, fellow students/teachers/staff members/parents/cousins/aunts/uncles/guardians/whoever you
are! We are writing to you in a hot, humid room with the lights turned off to stay cool, sweating and wishing
the air conditioning was much cooler. Yet, being in this hot, humid room spurs creativity. LitMag has been a
great experience for everyone involved. Coming from true writing-buffs, book-fans, art-enthusiasts, and just
plain creative-minded groupies—LitMag is the idea of spending time doing what we love. We spend part of
our week making short stories, poems, artwork, and MUCH more here at LitMag! Many new friendships have
been made, inside jokes formed, and extremely strange yet strangely inspiring works of literature have been
written in Ms. Phillips’ room here at LitMag.
We have all had an incredible experience making this year’s issue of Infinity, and we hope you have just
as wonderful of a time reading and looking at what we’ve put together! We only want your admiration for how
much work we have put into these student masterpieces. Please enjoy and just remember—Cat’s got our
tongue, that’s why we create!
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Women’s Club of Pittsford

Socks’s Story

Contest Winner

—Emma Smith
I am curled in a ball of warm comfort, dreaming
of chasing a mouse, a cat’s forever enemy and favorite snack. Purring contentedly, I am perfectly
comfortable until I am rudely jolted from my nap by
a sharp jab in the back. I roll over to see my little
sister, her whiskers and paws twitching. She
squeaks, and kicks me again. I answer with a disgruntled mewl. Our mother is asleep, her own soft
purring vibrating throughout the small interior of
the box in which we slept.

leap out of the way, and she barrels into Mom instead.

Uh oh. Mom is awake again, and this time, she is
mad. Very mad. My sister, completely oblivious to
our mom looming behind her, throws herself at me
again. She lands on me this time and nips my ear. I
protest loudly. Our mom bats us apart with a reproaching paw, claws retracted. She begins licking
our scuffed up fur, her pink tongue rasping. It tickles
and gets me all wet, washing away the scraps of
My attention is diverted to my sister’s twitching warmth that remain with me when I sleep. I squirm
tail, moving back and forth, back and forth in a tan- and squeak, batting at my mom to prevent her
talizing motion. I stalk quietly around my sleeping
tongue tickling me again. Mom sits up suddenly, her
mom, and huddle low between two folds of blanket ears perking up, alert. My sister rolls over, shakes
as cover. Back and forth, back and forth, back and
herself off, and stands up, also at attention. I turn
forth. I waggle my haunches, and remain perfectly around and see a human.
still, tracking my prey with every movement it
Humans are creatures that walk on their hind
makes. Suddenly, it stops. Does it sense my preslegs, and move things, pick up things, and other
ence? I stare my prey down, preparing for my final
stuff with their front paws. Most have no fur except
move. I pounce, shooting towards my target, closfor on the top of their heads. Humans are strange,
ing in rapidly and…
but they feed us and pet us, meowing in strange
WHAM!!!!!! A furry paw swishes down out of no- ways that we cats cannot understand.
where, blocking my path at full throttle. I collapse
This human is heading straight for us. Mom licks
to the floor, and squeak in confusion. Blinking my
our ears and mews. Mom told us that when kittens
eyes, I see the face of my mother, awake now, her
like us are old enough, humans from the outside
green eyes very stern. She meows quite a scolding
come and take us to their dens where we live with
and emphasizes it with an irritated hiss. I grumble a
them. Old Henry, the three-legged cat that goes
response, and plop back down onto my sleeping
wherever he wants, tells many stories about the
space, nestling back into the warm dent in which I
dens. He makes them sound like paradise. Mom
normally take my naps. Mom looks at me suspisays that we will go on many adventures like the
ciously as she settles back down. I give her my best
stories that Old Henry tells. Sometimes there are
angelic mew, and blink in affection and false sleepiother animals there; cats, mostly, but sometimes
ness. She harrumphs in satisfaction and rests her
dogs. Dogs smell. I hate dogs. The human opens the
chin on her paws, closing her eyes. I wait until she
door to our box, and mews in a coaxing tone. It is
falls back asleep, her contented purring resuming,
holding a smaller box, and is gesturing towards the
and get up again. I waste no time with stealth, and
opening. We know it is talking to us. My sister and I
land on my sister, slamming down with a whole 2
scamper over to our mother and cover her in kisses.
and a half pounds of fluffy kitten. She jolts awake,
She licks us back and meows, blinking in affection.
and springs up, throwing me off. She is a little smallWe mewl our good-byes, and pad into the small
er than me, and a little shyer, but still has the spunk
box. The human shuts the door to our box, and
to hit me on the nose. She squeaks a playful chalwalks out of the cat room. A strange noise reaches
lenge and throws herself at me. At the last second, I
our ears. It grows louder and louder until we finally
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realize it is the howling and barking of dogs. It
grows to a deafening, terrible pitch. My sister
presses against me, her fur fluffing out and her
eyes huge and scared. I mewl to her comfortingly,
but I don’t think she heard over the barking of the
dogs. We turn, and enter a quiet room, the dogs’
nightmare noises fading until we can no longer
hear them.

The air is cool and clean, with gusts of fresh air
blowing inside the small box and ruffling my fur.
The air out here is very much unlike the warm and
stuffy air of the animal den. We approach and enter
a colored thing that has four round, black paws.
Old Henry said they were called “cars.” He said that
these cars roar and can run faster than anything,
and that humans rode inside them. I am set gently
down in this car, and the little kid sits down next to
me in my small box. The car roars and snarls loudly.
We lurch forward, and spin a little. The motion of
this car makes me want to hack up a hairball. Being
in the cramped, stuffy small box doesn’t help matters much either. We then roar along slowly and
smoothly. The kid mews consolingly all the way
that we are in the car. After a short time of riding,
the car stops, and the side of it opens up. In rushes
the cool air again as I am carried out of the car and
into the heart of the den. All of my nausea from the
ride in the car vanishes as I am carried up, up, up,
until we came to a stop and a small click sounds
behind us.

Three humans sit on a huge black pillow; two
grown-ups, and one kid. They seem to be waiting.
Scattered on the ground are dozens of toys, in
many shapes and amazing colors. There is a small
furry tree in the corner, with many holes and steps
carved into it. The human carrying us in the small
box sets us down and opens our door. I walk out
boldly and stare at the new humans. The kid gets
up, grabs an object that strangely looks like a feathery bird on a stick, and sits on the ground opposite
me. She mewls softly at me and waves the stick.
My eyes grow huge. The toy waves back and forth,
back and forth, back and forth in the air right
above my head. I leap high, my paws stretching out
and I catch it. The kid laughs and meows in apparent delight. She lets me spar with the thing, then
when I drop my catch, and mew expectantly,
waves it again. I pause to catch my breath, and
mew for my sister. She is still in the small box. I
sniff, and return to the game.

My small box’s door opens again, and I step
out into a huge pink room with various assortments of toys, not unlike the ones in the playroom
at the animal den. There is also a bed that must be
more than 10 times the size of me, and a few other
random pieces of

After a long time playing with the various assortments of colorful paradise around me, climbing
the fuzzy tree, and simply running around, I pad
tiredly over to the kid and rub my head against its
paw. The kid seems happy, and mews back to me
several times. I call for my sister again, and look in
the small box. She is not there anymore. The older

furniture scattered around the room. There is
even another fuzzy tree with holes in it. It is simply
fascinating. The kid sits down opposite me, and
smiles. I played with the kid, the toys, and the bed,
for what must have been hours and hours but felt
like only minutes.
When the sky outside grows dark, the kid, no,
MY kid, climbs into the big bed. The bed looms up
like a soft mountain, an impossible obstacle. I
squall impatiently, wanting to get up onto the bed
with her. The kid lifts me up and my paws sink into
the soft depths. I flop down and stretch out as far
as my paws will stretch, then I curl up into a ball
and purr and purr and purr. I slowly drift into sleep,
thinking contentedly of how much fun this new
adventure is going to be. My new family and me.

humans are standing, and looking around. I
hear my sister’s muffled response, but I can’t see
her. The older humans walk over to the huge black
pillow, and take it apart into smaller pieces. After a
short time, my sister’s ears appear from the fluffy
black depths. The older humans laughs and so does
the kid.
The kid picks me up and carries me over to the
small box, the same box that my sister was hiding
in. I walk inside, and the tiny door shuts behind me.
My sister is curled up in the fuzzy tree, asleep. The
small box and I are carried outside of the room,
and finally exit the den. I had never been outside.
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The Untold Cinderella Story

Women’s Club of Pittsford

—Adeline Kaufman

Contest Winner

Eliza was a young fairy when
she was given a glimpse of the outside world. She saw evil and cruelty
they didn’t have Over the Rainbow.
When her mother explained that
the people didn’t have magic, Eliza
was shocked. “How do they live?”
She asked her mother.

friend in the
household animals. She enchanted
the dog, horse, and even the mice
to understand every word Ella
spoke. But Ella’s stepmother and
stepsisters, brought into the family
by her father’s second marriage,
were taking advantage of their position. They were unbelievably cruel
“There is much suffering in the
to her, and when Ella was made a
outside world.” Her mother, Raservant in her own home; conchel, explained.
trolled by her stepmother, Eliza did
“Why don’t we help the peowhat she could to give the girl
ple?”
hope. Eliza wished she could do
more for Ella, but she couldn’t visit
That’s not our way dear.” Raher down below in her world of
chel was struggling to explain to
her daughter what she had under- pain. If she did, the other fairies
were sure to find out. Many of
stood so easily as a child. But she
knew it was not surprising, consid- them watched what went on in the
Other World, but unlike Eliza, they
ering how kind Eliza was.
did it out of curiosity, not concern.
Eliza understood that the peoEliza had never had many
ple needed help, but she didn’t unfriends. She was always somederstand why the fairies didn’t
want to help people. They certainly where far away, somewhere no one
else could reach. She rarely thought
were capable of it, and Eliza felt
about anything but the Other
confident in the fact that anyone
who can help someone should help. World, and it was worse after she
devoted every spare minute to Ella.
Yet the other fairies didn’t see it
that way, so Eliza made it her job to At home, things were only slightly
help people. She waited for just the better. Eliza’s mother, who held a
high position on the Fairy Board of
right chance – just the right child.
Magic, was always nagging Eliza
One night, a darling baby with about her magical education. Her
golden hair and bright blue eyes
father was a fairy trader, so he was
was born. Eliza watched this child
never home much. He traveled to
and devoted herself to her. Though the other fairy villages and barthe girl—Ella—didn’t know it, Eliza gained for goods. It was a wonderalways had one eye on her. She
ful, prosperous job, and he was
shared in every aspect of Ella’s life, very happy with it, but Eliza missed
and was with her as she grew up.
him.
Eliza was there for Ella in her joy as
However, watching Ella and her
well as her sorrow. When Ella lost
miserable
life filled Eliza with comfirst her mother, then her father,
passion. Any sadness she felt
Eliza consoled her by giving her a
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seemed to lessen when she
thought of Ella. Ella’s pain made
anything Eliza was going through
seem light, and it made her all the
more determined to help Ella even
more. Yet Eliza had her own sorrow
too…

Eliza was woken up one by the
sound of urgent knocking on the
front door. She ran downstairs,
where she found her mother on her
way to open the door. When she
did, she was greeted by a small
messenger.
“The dragons, Miss, they’re ransacking the nearby village! Everyone is helping to fight them, but it’s
not enough! You’re rumored to be
one of the most powerful fairies,
won’t you come? And your daughter too, she can help keep the
younger children safe. Oh, please
hurry, Miss!”
When they got to the village, it
was in a state of disaster. Rachel
brought her daughter to a small hut
on the outskirts of the village,
where an old woman who was
watching many of the children, all
of whom were crying.
“Stay right here and be helpful
Eliza. I love you, and I’ll see you
when all of this is over.” Her mother left, and Eliza was left alone with
the children.
“There now, don’t cry.” Eliza
knew her words would be to no
avail, as she herself wanted to cry.
“Let me tell you a story…” once

again Ella’s story helped someone
feel their own burden lighten, and
Eliza and the children waited anxiously for the adults to return.
When they finally did, there was no
joyous celebration as Eliza had expected, and Rachel was not among
the fairies trudging home. When
she questioned a nearby young
man, he told her that her mother
had given her life to defeat the
dragon.

them. We could watch over them,
and give their lives a splash of magic. We can help—maybe we
should.” Eliza told the story of how
she had helped Ella all these years.
When she was done, she sat down
to watch how this went over with
the rest of the board. Some people
looked excited at the prospect, others disdainful. Some fairies just
looked at her in a state of shocked
confusion.

ly. In an instant, Eliza understood
the situation.

quick glances she got of Ella, she
saw the poor girl’s life get worse
and worse. She was forced to do
every household chore, with no
time to rest. Without Eliza’s intervention, Ella was no longer a servant—she was a slave.

Eliza hated to break her joy, but
as she helped Ella into her carriage,
she told her, “Don’t forget, this
Once Eliza’s idea was voted on, spell will only last until midnight.
fairies were free to help people as Then everything will be the way it
much as they wished. However,
was.”
there was one limitation. The fairies
Ella was only half listening,
didn’t want to do everything for the
she was so excited. “Of course,
people, so they set a time limit on
midnight, yes.” She waved goodbye
their help. This way the people had
as the carriage started moving. Her
help, but they also had to decide
fate would change tonight; both of
their fate for themselves. Each spell
them could feel it. Life wouldn’t
cast would last until midnight—and
always be perfect, but it certainly
no longer. Finally though, Eliza
wouldn’t always be so awful.
could visit Ella in person. It was just
And the fairy godmother
in time, too. Eliza watched Ella run
watched
Ella ride into the distance,
to her garden in tears, a torn dress
falling from her shoulders. She saw happy and content for the first time
in many years.
Ella’s step-family riding away to-

She floated down and appeared
in front of Ella. “Why are you crying,
darling?”
“Who are you?” Ella
looked up.

“Why, I’m your fairy godmother!” Eliza had been waiting for so
long to say those words. She could
finally using her magic the way it
It made Eliza sad beyond measFinally, a fairy named Christina should be used. She couldn’t wait
to begin!
ure to know that death was the one stood up. “I think it’s a great idea!
thing over which magic had no con- We can be their… their fairy… their
“Now I think we need …a
trol. Indeed, if it could, Ella’s parfairy mothers! We’ll use our magic pumpkin! Yes, a pumpkin! That will
ents would still be alive. However, to help them in their troubles!”
make a lovely carriage. Hmm, let’s
now Eliza would be taking her
see. How about some mice? They’ll
Then Jenna, the head of the
mother’s place on the Fairy Board
be horses tonight!” Eliza knew that
board stood up. “That’s stupid! If
of Magic. This gave Eliza new powpeople have ‘fairy mothers’ they’ll her magic was finally doing someer, but it also made helping Ella
think that they are fairies! We can’t thing amazing. She waved her
more difficult. Eliza could not be
have people demanding magic from wand, and turned Ella’s tattered
missing for more than ten minutes
dress into a shimmering blue ball
us all the time, either.”
without someone looking for her. It
gown.
Suddenly, a great idea came to
seemed she always had some chore
“Oh, thank you! Thank you! Ella
Eliza. “Godmothers! We’ll be their
to do. Whether it was to un-hex a
fairy
godmoth- cried, twirling around in her new
cat or rebuild a house, someone
outfit.
ers!”
always needed her. And with the

Eliza decided that something
had to be done. She couldn’t watch
Ella suffer any longer. At the next
meeting of the Fairy Board of Magic, she made a proposal. “We have
never helped the people of the outside world. It is not our way. That is
what my mother told me, and what
her mother told her. Maybe it’s
time for a change.

“I have seen the suffering they
experience. Maybe we should help wards the palace, laughing haughti-
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Memory Shards

Windows
—Adeline Kaufman

—Joyce Shi
The glass shattered
When I tapped it,
A million little beads
Pattered onto the floor like raindrops.
They slipped through the cracks,
While I searched frantically,
Taking the last,
Few, fleeting seconds
Before the inevitable happened.
And the scenes began to slip away,
So I peered into every shard,
Trying to savor the memories
As they melted away.
All of the days
Of waterfalls flowing,
Laughing while the
Mickey Mouse shaped
Popsicles started dripping
Down my sticky fingers.
Then the images began
To come back in flashes,
A sign that time was dwindling,
Before I was lost forever.
In those minutes, I learned
The true definition of alone:
A life of
No people,
No emotions,
And
Forgotten memories.

We see through a window, clear and clean.
But sometimes, a smudgeThat is the bad.
Sometimes, raindropsThat is the uncertain.
Windows can be washed,
But the smudge was still thereThat is the imperfection.

Sometimes, a crackThat is the fragility.
Windows can be replacedThat is starting over.
Windows can have a glare—
That is hiding from the truth.
Windows can reflect—
That is being honest.
Windows can break—
That is choosing wrong.
Windows can shield—
That is choosing right.
Windows let in light—
So should we.
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STORIES
STORIES
Creative Writing
STORIES STORIES
That Moment
—Talia Crook
And in that moment, Life was Still.
Soft morning mist hung perfectly
across the open field. Dew drops falling
silently onto the cold, damp ground.
The silence fell across my mind numbing my senses like the fog that draped
over the ground with such elegance
and precise gestures, as to remind us
that we were imperfect. I soon became
transfixed by the scene playing out
before me. It seemed as though the
experience only went on for a brief
moment, but I knew it was real. The
deer that came up to me, curious as to
if I was even a living creature, or just a
strange reflection of the soft sun off
the morning atmosphere. But it was all
broken, shattered, like the glass of the
mirror that once hung on my wall, reminding me of reality. Of my life, but
that idea was soon put to rest by my
hands, gripping a small, metal box. The
morning was broken by the words that
were spat off my mother’s tongue so
quickly and harshly I could have sworn
that they were, to her, poison.
The way life moves, that is, if you
are paying attention, is something
beautiful, yet so dangerous. You can
get caught up in it. A fly in a spider’s
web. You forget what your life is, you
forget that what you see around you
isn’t you, but a separate entity. You

Kate Was Falling
Kate was falling.
Everything was black as she plummeted further and further. She
smelled earth and reached out with
her hands, but found nothing to grab.
She wanted to scream, but she had left
her voice wherever she fell from.
Funny, she didn’t remember actually tripping, just this endless plummeting through nothingness. It was horribly cold. Kate shivered and braced her-

begin to struggle, fighting to get out of
the web you are caught in, but you end
up getting more tangled, starting to
frighten yourself with sudden actions,
movements and impulses. It makes you
a monster, created by the fabrications
in your mind. In a sudden state of
frightened emotions, caused by what I
saw in my mirror that day, I grabbed a
small metal box, the only reminisce of
my father. A souvenir of sorts. I still
remember the way my knuckles turned
white against the cool surface, sharp
and precise details cutting into my skin
so deep, I could have sworn I was
bleeding. But the one thing I can’t remember is what it felt like to feel sorrow, the way the salt tasted as in
seeped into the corners of my mouth
while I locked myself into my room,
mourning my father’s
death. To this day, I don’t remember what it’s like to feel pain that isn’t
caused by my very own mind, blaming
me, taunting me for the things that
were out of my reach. Spitting revolting insults at me, saying it was all my
fault. No matter how much I try to tell
myself that I couldn’t have changed
things, I can’t help but wonder, could I
have done something?
I roll out of bed, pushing the
sheets away from me in a weakened
attempt. Sliding down the side of the

mattress onto the cold, polished floor
sent shivers down my spine. I felt my
hand move towards the edge of the
cushion behind me, gripping it tightly,
and my nails digging into the soft surface. My muscles strained to pull myself up into a standing position, but I
somehow managed to do so. I felt the
way the fabric of my socks pulled
across the wooden floor, in a rough,
yet sleek way. Like my mother when
she comes home, early in the morning
reeking of alcohol. The light left me in a
dazed state, frail an unarmed. I felt a
chuckle escape my lips, the ones that
had been locked for so long, I had forgotten what it was like to speak. Story
of my life. Forgetting, dazed and frail.
Light shone through my window entranced me, making me move without
a thought passing through my
mind. The way the wind swept
through the curtains, dancing so elegantly with little effort, made me stop
in my tracks. Life was calm, all at once.
It was cold, yet warm, and damp but
dry. Looking out of my window and
over the vast planes of rolling hill and
towards the forest at the end of the
valley, I realized something. In that
moment, I realized, I felt alive. And in
that moment, life was still.

—Adeline Kaufman
self. The ground was coming soon. She
couldn’t just fall forever.
Suddenly Kate hit something, but
it was surprisingly soft. Not only that,
but she seemed to be soaring upward.
Wind rushed by, blowing her hair back
from her face. She went up and up,
until Kate was sure she was past
where she started falling. She began to
grow apprehensive as the world lit up
around her.
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What was she on?
Her savior, or something worse
than whatever she was falling towards? Suddenly Kate was tipped off,
and rolled over on a grassy ground.
She was sprawled on her back and
opened her eyes just as the sun came
up on the horizon… and found herself
no longer on the grass, but on her bedroom floor, staring at the ceiling.

Recipes for Disaster
These are sure to ruin any
meal! Want to make your life
worse? Follow the instructions below! Even worse,
change them completely and
make it your own!
Homework Catastrophe
Cake
* Materials: Dog, really full
glass of water, lawn mower,
baby brother, and homework
* Step one: Leave your
homework on the table within reach of your dog. When
you come back, it will no
longer be there. After con-

Rubble

vincing your teacher your
dog really did eat your homework, get a new copy and
proceed to step two.
* Step Two: Leave your
second copy of homework
and leave it on the table. Your baby brother will
come along and drool, slobber, chew, and do whatever
else babies do.
* Step three: Come back to
find your homework ruined,
and watch in slow motion as
your mom knocks over a really full glass of water.
* Step Five: After your now
wrinkly and stiff homework

finally dries, go do it outside. Go in to get something
while your dad mows the
lawn. When you come back,
he will have accidentally ran
it over, and your homework
will be completely shredded
and destroyed.
Friendship Tragedy Salad
* Materials: A possible
friend, a big ego, and tons of
selfishness
Note: This is the easiest of
all recipes. Just mash these
steps together to get the
worst not-friendship ever.
* Step One: Only talk
about how great you are

* Step Two: Take everything for yourself and don’t
share
* Be extremely critical
Job Destroying Soup
* Materials: An extremely
poor work ethic is all you
need
* Step One: Fail your interview by only talking about
what you haven’t accomplished
* Step Two: If you somehow manage to land the job,
don’t show up
—Adeline Kaufman

—Lydia Webster

We had overcome all of the
obstacles life had thrown at us. Or
at least, that’s what I had thought.
It was finally Christmas, and we
were all warm and cozy, enjoying
opening our presents and being
together, even if we were down a
family member or two. Or three.
Everyone was having fun, but I just
had this instinct that something,
someone, some people, were out
there. While we were having fun,
they were out there in the cold,
hungry and freezing. I knew not to
trust my instincts, but I knew they
were right when I heard a slight
moan from outside. I raced to the
door as my turn to open my present was next, fortunately without
anybody noticing me (not surprisingly). I grabbed my new winter
coat and stuffed my feet in Lila’s
snow boots and prepared to jolt as
soon as the slightest bit of cold air
got into the house. But what I
saw, I had to let the freezing air in
so they could see what I saw. Sure
enough, it only took them a minute to realize the light breeze
that traveled to the living room.
“Gracie, close the door,” Mom

said in her sing-song voice. As the
air grew bigger and colder, they
came to check on me. “What’s all
this fuss about?” Mom shrilled, as I
knew she would. I didn’t need to
explain myself this time.
Pete and Pearl.
“They will come,” I promised
my little sister for the billionth
time. “Even if they’re not our
Mommy and Daddy, I hope that
they will welcome us like they
are.” I didn’t have high hopes like I
hadn’t for the last couple of houses, but I had to be strong for Pearl.
It was about an hour and a half
since we had gotten to the next
possible family’s home, and I knew
that they would open the door any
second now. It was the longest
that we had had to wait, but it was
Christmas after all. To get warmer
and hopefully get someone to
hear us, I inched us closer to their
door, moaning as I went. I had just
hopped us up the doorstep when
the door finally creaked open. At
the door there was a girl about my
age, all bundled up, and as soon a
she saw us, she had a look of horror on her face, terrified to see us.
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I prepared myself for the regular
lift off of the steps and feeding of
warm milk and bread and then be
sent on my “merry” way. Sometimes we were lucky enough to
have an overnight stay, but so far
never a forever one. But for some
reason, I felt at home here, like
they had been traumatized too,
maybe as worse as us even. Even
though they seemed like every
other family that we showed up
at, there was something different
about her. She had same pale blue
eyes as Pearl and me. No other
families had had that. They would
have green eyes, or brown eyes,
or something like that. But each of
them had the exact same pale
blue shade our family had. Could it
be? , I thought hopefully.
Naaaaaaawwww, just another
family who abandons us, before
giving us a chance. Maybe? I hear
footsteps, but I still am not hopeful. I’m just always trying to show
the tiniest shred of hope for Pearl,
the only thing I have cared about
for the last two years. She is only
one year old, but I was worrying
about her for the nine months be-

fore my mother gave birth to her,
beating me and promising that she
would abandon us and never remembers us. I just wanted Pearl to
have the best life she could. Not
going so well right now. Even
though I was determined of our
future in this house, I had to show
the hope for my Pearly.
Just as I thought, the big boys
lifted our empty, weak, and frail
bodies off of their snowy porch
step and brought us the warm
milk and bread with a little bit of
cold turkey. Even though it
seemed like a regular house,
something about it felt different,
as if something was missing. An
emptiness, besides our stomachs,
lingered in the air, as if they had
been waiting for me, somehow. I
knew that it was impossible, but if
we had survived this long, maybe
nothing was impossible. We had
lived off of stale bread and burnt
milk for about a year now, and although we were weak, we were
still surviving the winter. I don’t
know why, but this family just felt
different.
Why are his eyes the same
shade as mine? No one else in the
family has the same color eyes as
me. Ma said it was a sort of mutation, but she couldn’t understand
that this was the reason why I had
a feeling that I didn’t belong. But
for some reason, the more I
inched towards this handsome
boy, about my age, I felt more and
more at home. I couldn’t stand it
any longer so I scooched next to
him, pushing Mikey out of the
way. I thought that we were going
to have to ask him questions that
he was going to answer in such a
faint whisper that I would have to
get even closer to hear him. But he
just started with “Thank-you’s,”
and continued by telling stories.
Ones about facing death by frostbite but huddling with what little
strength they had left to keep

warm. I found them fascinating,
but he kept saying “We,” as if
there was someone else with him.
I couldn’t tell if he was insane or
just making the stories up. I know
it would be rude, but I couldn’t
hold back any longer.
“What do you mean by ‘we?’”
I blurted out, fully aware of how
rude I sounded.
“Pardon?” He said his voice
raspy but gentle and soft.
“In your stories, you keep
mentioning yourself as if there is
someone else with you. Whom are
you referring to?”
“Yes, I was confused on that
part too,” Mikey piped in.
“Well, me and Pearly here of
course,” he said with a fake but
funny impersonation of a cowboy.
Sure enough, when I looked at his
lap I could tell that he was not
mentally ill at all. He just had with
him—a baby! (I can do a southern
drawl too).
“Oh my goodness! How did I
not notice little Pearl here?!” I
shrieked with excitement, baffled
that I couldn’t see a baby. “She
must be about one, is that correct?”
“Yes Ma’am, little Pearl likes
to pretend to be a little ninja, so
don’t feel too bad about yourself.
Isn’t that right Pearly whirly?” He
said in his sing-song voice, the one
everybody uses for babies. Even
though he was probably an orphan who got abandoned and my
parents are gonna get honed in on
letting him stay the night, he was
very sweet. But there was just
some resistance there, I didn’t
know why, but I just felt like it was
right to look down at him, even
though I shouldn’t feel too happy
about my life right now. I didn’t
want to feel bad for him. I wanted
to feel good for me.
“So”, I said in the snottiest
tone I could muster, “where did
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you come from before you came
here?” I could feel the slow death
stare from my mom, but I just
looked at him,—and, I do admit,
with my nose in the air, just a little
bit.
“What was that Ma’am?” he
asked with a slight southern drawl,
(I liked how he called me Ma’am
like he did to my mom.) “Oh. Me
and Pearly Whirly were just a couple miles from here, near the local
store. If you’re wondering when
we started this journey, I know
that I wouldn’t be able to tell you
in the time we have tonight. It’s a
long tale, really—one that requires
time.” He said this with a little
laughter and bounce to his voice.
It’s the middle of winter on Christmas in the night and he walked
five miles in the freezing cold
wearing barely anything while carrying a baby. Suddenly I felt less
snotty.
“Ugh… ma’am?” He was looking at me all intent-like and I realized that I must have been in my
thoughts longer that what is the
usual. “Oh, guess I got a little lost
in thought.”
“Oh okay. Well, if there’s time
for a bit of story telling, I’m right
here.”
“Oh okay, thank you.” We sat
around for a while, just chatting,
and pondering in self thought,
when we started talking again it
was never about the long silence
beforehand. We just sat there, not
caring that the dog was now eating the cold chicken that was sitting on the dining room table for
about an hour. The slurping noise
it was making was intolerable, but
we didn’t care at all, that we tolerated it. We were only paying attention to ourselves, occasionally
laughing ourselves silly, that what
happened next, the grand finale of
our suffering, barely took us out of
the daze.

Waiting on Stage Five
—Talia Crook
“Goodnight, sweetheart.” I smile, hugging
my father just once more. Soon, to my dismay,
he pulls away grabbing my mother’s hand, as
they begin to walk off.

people telling me they were still alive when they
weren’t! They were gone, dead, not alive. DEAD.
I grab my backpack off the hook in the mud
room. Where I was going, I had no idea. I just
wanted to leave. To disappear. My nose began to
sting, marking yet another breakdown was about
to happen. Too soon, it seemed.

“Goodbye, sweetheart!” She yells to me,
waving her hand. They continue walking. Then I
see it. A red car pulling around the corner. No,
crimson. It wasn’t stopping, and it was heading
straight towards them. No. My eyes widen. No.
Not again.

Just minutes later, I found myself standing in
front of a set of swings, swaying in the wind, full
of motion, without a single push, just the wind.
The wood chips crunch under my feet as the remaining clouds from the earlier storm covered
the sun, casting a dark shade across the soft
ground. The wind was howling, signaling a newer, worse storm was approaching. The tall swings
squeaked as I rocked back and forth, gripping
the cold, rusty chain, sending my knuckles into a
state of whiteness.

“No!” I yell, reaching out to grab them. But
they were too far. I was too slow. My hand
grasped shut on nothing. The car hit them, sending them flying. Tears stung my eyes. “NO!”
BEEP! BEEP! BEEP! I fumble around under my
duvet in hopes of reaching the source of that incomprehensible sound, but to no avail. Slowly, I
emerge from my cave of pillows to be blinded by
the light. Shielding my eyes, I smack the snooze
button, knocking it onto the ground where it lay,
forgotten shortly after. Soon enough, my nose
was taunted by the smell of fresh pancakes wafting in from the kitchen, paired perfectly by the
strong smell of newly fallen rain. I fling my legs
over the side of my bed, smacking the floor as I
push off the duvet. I quickly stumble over to the
stairs, grabbing the railing for some sense of stability, and begin my decent to the kitchen.

“Anything..” I mutter. “I would do anything
to see them just once more...”.
“Would you really?” I was startled by the
voice, echoing across the playground. Looking
up I see my friend, Ivy. I saw a weak smile was
plastered across her face.
“Yes, anything. If I could just say one last
goodbye..” My voice trails off, as if I was too
weak to continue talking. I get up, faking a smile.
“But, they’re gone, too late.” That’s all I could
manage before I broke, tears fighting their way
out of my eyes, spilling down my face. Warmth
surrounds me, as Ivy’s pale arms wrap around my
back. I suddenly push her back, turn, and run.
Why? I have no idea.

“Here you go dear.” Before me stood a heaping pile of pancakes, still steaming, layered with
syrup and strawberries.
“Thanks, Aunt Alice.” I reply, somewhat monotone. I saw her smile disappear out of the corner of my eye. She then reached down to pat my
head.

The rest of the summer was spent in my
room. Then into fall, the seasons changed. Finally, winter crept up, just as fast as fall. Fresh snow
dusted the ground, and trees were left barren,
whilst nothing but the far off crunch of tires

“Poppy, I know you’re still sad, but they’re
still alive. If you just believe,” Too late, she was
cut off by the sound of my chair smashing
against the polished oak table. I was so sick of
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could be heard. School droned forward, and so
did life. Ivy told me about something. The Five
Stages of Grief. Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, and finally Acceptance. She told me
when someone dies, you go through these stages, until you finally break free, and are able to go
on

rushing in. Soon, tears began to fall into my lap,
spilling onto my homework that was soon forgotten.
I pushed my chair in, not making a sound, running outside. But this time, I knew my destination by heart. Cold wrapped around me, reminding me that I had yet again forgotten my coat. A
fresh dusting of snow lay on the ground, rising
up to my knees, and slowing me down. But I kept
going. Soon enough, I reached the tall willow,
rising above the town, perched on top of the tallest hill, concealing two graves. Leaning down, I
trace my hands against the cold marble lettering,
feeling the sharp and precise stonework. My
back slides down the smooth stone with ease,
placing my directly between the two gravestones. Soon, I found myself staring at my
breath, swirling upwards into the cool air. A tingling began in my toes, and soon reached a burning sensation. Then came a numbness. One that
made me feel as though I was hit with a tranquilizer. Then, the numbness began to consume my
body. My eyes began to droop from an unnatural
sleepiness, causing me to feel warm, even comfortable. I snuggle up between the two slabs of
marble and close my eyes, soon drifting into a
deep sleep. Anyone in town that day would have
sworn that when the wind howled, you could
hear it utter one desperate call after another, resembling one word.

“But what about me? I haven't accepted anything yet!” I hissed, staring her straight in the
face.
“Well,” she barely whispered, “maybe you're
just waiting on stage five.”
The look in her eyes that day made me feel as
though any friend, though they were trying,
couldn’t look me in the eyes without seeing a
frail, broken little girl. And maybe, just maybe,
what they saw was the real me.
Since then, I’ve really tried, tried to accept
the fact, but it just wouldn’t go away. The feeling
that I was incomplete, broken, and unbearably
lost. I just couldn’t keep up with it all. It was like I
was running a marathon with weights tied to my
ankles, scraping me, making me bleed and
bruise. Making me fall. Sooner of later, I wouldn’t
be able to get back up.
The light scratch of pencil against my half finished homework was the only sound to be heard
in the dark house. Aunt Alice was out shopping,
leaving me with my thoughts. With nothing to
listen to, nothing for me to take my mind of life,
the thoughts I had blocked out for so long, came

Acceptance.
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The Flickerings
—Caroline Beer
The first time it happened was in 2020. It’s become a once a week thing. What am I talking about,
you may ask? I’m talking about the Flickerings. Originally the Flickerings happened for a second or two.
Over time those seconds grew into minutes, and
eventually hours. Flickerings are when every supposed mythical creature becomes visible. You would
think it would be cause for delight and wonder, to
see every creature you have ever hear of. That’s
what I thought. That’s what the whole world
thought, at first.
My name is Cecilia and I was born in 2017—three
years before the Flickerings started. I don’t really
remember what it was like before the Flickerings,
but my parents have told me stories. They tell me
about how wonderful life was, how excited they
were to have a daughter and everything they
thought I would do, how successful I would be. That
was long ago. In a world where people didn’t live in
fear for their lives. It’s now 2032 and I’m 15. The Flickerings used to bring me such joy as a child. For a few
seconds every year the creatures appeared and everyone watched and laughed.
In 2021 the Flickerings started happening twice
and for five seconds. In 2022 the Flickerings happened every two months and for a minute. Scientist
began looking deeper into them and found the creatures were dangerous. After this people began to
fear the Flickerings. The government started recording what day they happened and found a pattern. In
2023 the Flickerings started happening every month
for five minutes. After 2023 everything stayed the
same until 2029. In 2029 everything began changing,
and fast. Flickerings started happening every week
and it was unpredictable. The period of time they
lasted also became unpredictable.
My parents both became incredibly stressed and
one day my dad was caught out in a Flickering. We
never saw him again. My mom soon became depressed and moody and stopped working. We lost
our only source of income and I knew I had to do
something. In 2030 my mom finally died. She had
been teetering on the edge of life and death for a
year and it had finally happened. I was alone. Luckily
I had gotten a job after my dad died and had been
providing for my mom and I. Now that I didn’t have

to keep buying expensive medicine I would have
more money to keep in case of an emergency. That’s
pretty much my life so far and I hate it. I have almost
no friends and the Flickerings are awful. Today I was
caught outside my apartment during one and barely
made it out alive.
I was on my way home from work. I had gotten a
job researching about the Flickerings. It was a
Wednesday and I had to get back home. The government recommended staying inside as much as possible until that week’s Flickerings had passed. This
week’s Flickering was still going on and I was worried. I slowly picked up my pace from a walk to a jog.
I had to get home. As the apartment building came
into view I sighed in relief. I was almost home. I was
about to start running when something grabbed me.
I twisted and found that a creature was holding me. I
gasped and started thrashing. I was starting to wish I
had taken a mythology courses so I knew what this
thing was. I managed to kick my shoe into its eye (I
had no idea how) and burst into a run. I was also
starting to wish I had utilized the treadmill my parents had bought before the Flickerings. I was out of
breath by the time I reached my apartment, but I
was still alive. Suddenly a question popped into my
head. Why didn’t the beast chase me into the building? Why were we safe in buildings? I decided to do
some snooping on my own.
I had been in my apartment for hours, pouring
over mythology books and trying to figure out why
the creatures didn’t enter any buildings. I had finally
found a clue and I began to think. What if these creatures and allergic to something we use in our buildings? What if they are scared? What if they fear us as
much as we fear them? I glanced over at my clock as
all these thoughts ran through my head. It was two
in the morning! I had to hope that this Flickering lasted long enough so there was no work tomorrow. I
quickly went through my evening routine and
hopped in bed. The last thoughts circling through my
head before I fell into a deep slumber was, “I hope
there’s no work tomorrow, and my theories are
right!”
I awoke to a scream. I glanced out my window
and gasped. My neighbor, Annalise, was outside and
the creature from last night was bearing down on
her. Annalise had always protected me and helped
me when my dad and mom died. I owed her everything. I rushed outside. If there was ever a time
when I needed to utilize my plan, now was the time.
I just hoped it worked. As I ran outside I jumped in
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front of Annalise. “Stop!” I screamed. “What are you
doing? Get back!” Annalise yelled at me. I screamed
at the creature, channeling all my anger at the
world, my parents’ deaths, and how I would feel if
Annalise died, and then I attacked. I had found a
sword in my dad’s old stuff and it was time to put my
plan into action. I hurdled myself at the creature and
started a vicious dance of slashing, stabbing, and
dodging. I finally managed to hit it with a final, fatal
strike. The creature collapsed to the ground, groaning in pain. Slowly the life seeped out of it and its
shaking and groaning finally stopped. Annalise
grabbed my and pulled me into a tight hug. She began to cry as she pulled my tighter.

erings. We want you to become one of us,” he said.
“That sword’s nice. You yield it well,” he added.
“Do I have a choice?”
“Of course. We just wish you to be aware that you
may die, and the Flickerings, well…they have
stopped.”
“Stopped?!” I shouted. “Then why are we needed?”
“That’s because it has become permanent. The
creatures will never go away. Ever.”
“What?” I said in confusion. “Then shouldn’t I stay
with Annalise and protect her?”

“No. Our goal is to wipe out every dangerous
“Oh my God! What did—how—why? Thank you so
beast that is in the world. Oh, and don’t be alarmed
much! I can’t believe you did that—wow. How did
when we walk in.
you learn to do that?”
“Why would I be alarmed?” I asked. In response,
“I have no idea how I did that!” I breathlessly rehe grabbed my arm and dragged me inside.
turned.
Inside were dozens of mythical creatures, and
“I need you to trust me,” a rough voice rasped off
hundreds of people.
to the side. I jumped away from Annalise and looked
“What’s going on?” I exclaimed.
over. A tall man stood over to our right and I
jumped.
“Allow me to explain.”
“Come with me,” he said mysteriously, “if you
want to live.”
The man grabbed my arm and started walking.
“You!” He said, pointing to Annalise. “Go back to
your apartment and stay inside. I will take care of
her.” He leaned forward and whispered something
to her. She nodded and pulled me close.
“I love you so much. I may not be your mother,
and I know I could never replace her, but I have always loved you as a daughter. Please, always remember me.” Annalise took a step back and ran
back into her apartment. The guy grabbed me and
pulled me after him. He pushed me
into his car and jumped into the driver’s seat. I decided I might as well fall asleep, and slowly I began
to doze off.
I was awoken by a jolt. The car had stopped in
front of a huge, mansion-like house.
“We’re here,” the man announced.
“Where?” I questioned.
“Our house.”

“That would be appreciated.”
“Our organization name is Myth. We help the
mythical creatures that are good, and in return, they
help us fight the mythical creatures that are a danger to our society. Are you in? We could use another
member. Plus, if we wipe out all the dangerous creatures we will need help introducing these helpful
creatures to society. Now that you know the facts,
are you in?”
“Yes,” I said slowly.
Our world may still be in danger because of these
creatures, but these people have helped me learn to
fight back. Eventually, I convinced them to bring Annalise here. Annalise may not fight, but she has become like a mother to me. Maybe by 2040, all the
dangerous mythical creatures will be gone, but really, who knows? All I know for sure is that I’m going
to do everything I can to save my world and create a
wonderful life for everyone. Even if it means I die
trying, so be it. I know I have helped protect the innocent and the world, and if that isn’t a cause worth
dying for, I don’t know what is.

“Our?”
“Yes, I live with a group of people. We are an organization that helps protect others from the Flick-
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Death Date

—Invinela Henrikson

My name is Destiny Wray, and what I’m about to
tell you might or might not change the way you think.
You see, about 30 years ago, the government issued a
law that allowed parents complete control of when
their child would die. The only issue was that the date
couldn’t be past their 40th birthday. Anything but
their 40th birthday. And when the parents had decided, the government would a create a special serum
whose level of potency depended on how long the
child would live. It would then be injected into the
child once it was born, slowly killing him or her
throughout the course of its life. And this was all to
control overpopulation.
Now, we were running out of time. Our water
sources were depleting by the second. Global warming had melted the ice caps leading to massive floods
that dried up within days because of the heat. We
were all literally starving to death. Of course someone
had to do something.
— you yet. The
But there’s something I haven’t told
day people were assigned to die, that wasn’t kept a
secret. Our, I’ll call it, Death Date was literally tattooed on our arms, having been there since birth, silently counting down the days we had left. Of course,
many people couldn’t stand it. As those people bit by
bit went mental throughout the years, most of them,
well, committed suicide. And yes, the wait was agonizing. I should know. I’m supposed to be dead. I
should’ve died yesterday. But why, then, am I still
alive?
I’m not a very sentimental person. Sure, I’ll cry if
I’m watching a depressing movie. But, I could be described as “cold” or even “unemotional”. What does
someone have to do to deserve a title like that? Nothing, I guess.
The week before I was supposed to, you know,
was, believe it or not, the happiest of my life. I was
actually allowed to bring a sandwich to The Academy,
the first I’d had in a few years. Strange? Maybe to you.
Maybe you have them every day. Maybe you’re even
that kid that (heaven forbid) throws away the crusts!
But, uh, how would I know, right?
Anyhow, my best friend, Jayce Lincoln Rolland
(yes, he’s a boy; so what?), even got me a going-away
present (funny, isn’t it?). It was about a week ago, a
crisp autumn afternoon, surprisingly. It had been
nothing but hot, hot, hot all year long. I don’t know
why, but that day, I was particularly happy, which was
unlike me. After Education ended, I was just starting
to pack up my backpack when Jayce walked up.

“Hey, Des,” he murmured. “You good?”
Smiling, I zipped up my bag and looked up at him.
He was getting so tall!
“Yup,” I answered, shutting my locker and hoisting my backpack onto my shoulders.
He grinned for a second and then it disappeared.
Sighing, he ran his long slender fingers through his
light brown hair, his blue eyes fixated on me.
“That’s good, really good,” he muttered.
I remembered him looking stressed, so I said,
“what’s up?”
“Nothing, nothing!” he responded hurriedly, not
meeting my eyes. He sighed again. Then he spoke, “I
got you something.”
“No way! It’d better be chocolate,” I said, jokingly.
There’d been a shortage of chocolate for a while already. Unfortunately, I loved chocolate. What is life?
“Actually…” he drawled, finally looking at me.
“It’s not that.”
I raised my eyebrows.
“Well…” he shrugged. “It’s just something I
thought of, you know, since you-you’re not going to
be around, um,” he cleared his throat. “…forever.”
Kneeling down, he unzipped his bag and pulled
out a small plastic container. He handed it to me. Not
taking my eyes off of the container, I asked,” should I
open this?”
Jayce nodded slowly. I breathed in deeply. Suddenly, I was quite shaky. As I gently unscrewed the
top, I remembered that in that moment, my heart
started to beat so loud, I was certain Jayce could’ve
heard it. I remembered uncertainty flooding into my
system and the daunting question of what was I going
to find?
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—Invinela Henrikson

A pen is a writing implement used to apply
ink to a surface, such as paper. A Pen Name is
a pseudonym or Nom de Plume a writer wishes to use in place of a real name. Please note
that some writers for THE VAULT have chosen
to use a pen name.
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Backfire

If I had 3 wishes

Life is twisted.

I couldn’t use on myself

Take one path,

what would I do?

End up in another

Probably make people want to adopt me.

Climb over mountains

I sit here on my roughly torn dirty bed,

Into the darkness

thinking what I’d do with those wishes if I could get any.
If I had those wishes I’d clean up this old orphanage,

Only to see light again

Help the kids feel more happy than dreary—

Winding tunnels

Yet still hope someone will adopt me.

A labyrinth
Possibilities shredded

—Valerie Adler

And destroyed

The Lady of the Lake

But pieced back together
In the end

She lays there gently
The lilies lie near
Their roots twist and turn as they grow.
She quietly mourns
The loss of her life
And the one that she lost long ago.
The lilies entwine
With the grace that is her
And she sinks deep beneath their weight.
They cover her eyes
Bluebells in the night
And that’s when she knows it’s too late.
The lilies are her
The lake is her soul
And nature is part of her bone.
The flowers will twist
Their lengthening form
To create her throne of lillies.
She sits in her chair
And looks over the land
Her eyes seeing but not awake.
The plants hear her sighs
They turn back and cry
As they gaze on the Lady of the Lake.
—Libby Merkel

—Anna Graham
Small.

Do you ever wonder why the smallest
things are never noticed?
The growth of fingernails, hair… all the little things are overlooked.
You might think that you see things, unlike
the person creeping up behind you
does.
But you don’t notice the shadows, do you?
How they’re different than their puppeteer?
Or how a person might change?
Have you ever thought you’ve seen a person before, but you don’t know where?
There’s no way to know if something went
unnoticed. The littlest things are ignored.
Maybe you should take a better look.
—Anna Graham
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Soar like a kite,

Fly high to the trees,
Sing your story
Loud enough for the bees.
Let all the annoyances and fears disappear
And drown away,

Eclipse

Let your hopes and dreams appear:
They are here to stay.

I am surrounded
By darkness,
It is different though,
A shield
From a toddler’s nightmare,
Hiding fears of the light.
A little orb glows,
Bright and defiant,
A small beacon of hope.
It grows,
Larger and larger,
Until it spans around me.
Then,
For just a second,
The light
And darkness
Are perfect.
Balanced delicately,
But unwavering.
In that moment,
Everything seems alright,
Fears lost,
Worries gone,
And new things found.
The moment passes,
And leaves into pureness.
But it is not forgotten,
That moment of simplicity,
Of equilibrium,
Of perfection.
—Joyce Shi

Do what you want,
Don’t care what people think
This book is yours
Just relax, and start with a little bit of ink.
—Carrie Kandall

Clouds
There’s nothing to stop me
From stopping
Glass shatters
Falling at my feet
On the dried, cold ground
I am below,
From your view above
In all of the clouds
And I try to climb
To the treetops
And reach
Into nothing
But nothing is there
Except infinity
What if there is nothing
Nothing in the sky
To hold
I fall into nothing
And I can’t see
But branches scratch at my face
Screaming out
That there is nothing
And I am alone
—Anna Graham
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The Night
We’ll start our journey
At nine thirty
I’ve showered, and now I don’t feel dirty
So under the covers I go.

The Ballet Class
I want to collapse,
My legs are shaking
Under the pressure
Of four pirouettes
In a row.
I can’t do it
Anymore,
My legs give in
On my last
Grande plié.
I can see the disappointment
On my teacher’s solemn,
Drawn face.
My mind races,
Knowing she is
Thinking about
How we don’t
Have enough strength.
I can't salvage the rest of my will,
Yet I still
Put on a
Determined smile
And wander
Into the abyss
Endless faces
Expecting a perfect
Performance.
Excited children,
Glowing parents,
Grandparents with
Faces of memories,
My final judges,
I go en pointe,
And
Begin again.

What do I do?
I pull out my phone
Hours tick by as I scroll and scroll.
My stomach feels sore, oh Lord,
Did I remember to close the bathroom door?
My mind starts to wander,
But then I ponder,
Of the beautiful things I adore.
I check my phone
It’s 3 AM?!
I turn on the light,
And in my quietest flight,
I walk downstairs for a bite.
My laptop is near
So there’s nothing to fear!
Fandom = family
We feel the same here.
As I chew
On my 3 AM food—
Nutella, bacon, cashews, and fruit—
I’m so unhealthy, what should I do?
I guess I’ll watch some more YouTube.
I suppose I’m “tired”
I get back in bed,
Suddenly thoughts rush through my head.
Will I survive? Am I alive?
I hope my world’s doom isn’t nigh.
How would the universe die..?
I open my eyes
Is that the sun?
It’s five o’clock
What’ve I become?
Quick! Go to sleep before the night is done.
Awake in this house I’m the only one.
Once again,
I open my eyes.
But this time light streams through the blinds.
I check the clock—it’s only nine?
Ha! Save mornings for another time.

—Joyce Shi

—Sabrina Yu
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Who Wrote It BEST
Sometimes we offer challenges! For this “Who Wrote It Best” contest, the prompt was this:
Dying is easy, coming back is the hard part.
“Hello!” a perky voice called. My
eyes snapped open. I was dizzy, my
head pounding. The last thing I remembered was a car, speeding towards me,
“Wha- what’s going on?” I inquired.
“You’re dead!” the same voice said.
I sat up, which elected a groan due to
my aching body. A girl and boy knelt
over me. The girl had brown hair, with
a purple strip down the right side of
her head. Her hair was pulled over her
shoulder in a long braid. She was wearing a purple dress and silver heels. The
guy had short blond hair, and was
wearing jeans and an orange t-shirt. He
also wore black sneakers. I was
snapped out of my thought when the
girl spoke.
“My name is Mel, and this is Brendon.”
“Are you okay?” the guy- no, Brendon- asked.
“What’s going on? Where am I?
What’s hap-?”
I was cut off by Mel’s hand over my
mouth. “Like I said- you’re dead. This is
the afterlife. And we are getting out!”
she exclaimed, removing her hand.
“Mel!” the guy snapped. “We don’t
even know her name yet!”
“Come on, Brendon,” Mel whined.
“We need one more person.” Brendon
rolled his eyes at Mel, before turning
his gaze on me.
“You in?” he questioned.
“What?” I asked, confused.
“Do you want to live again?” he
asked in a very condescending tone.
“You don’t even know my name!” I
replied, incredibly annoyed with him.
“So, then, tell us your name!” Mel
said in her annoyingly perky voice.
“I’m, well… actually, I can’t remember.”
“Of course you can’t, silly! You get
to pick your name here!” Mel squealed.
“Okay? I guess I’ll be…” I hesitated.
What did I really want my name to be? I
thought through a bunch of names I

knew, and I began listing them in my
head. I kept getting drawn back to one
name in particular. Alex. For some reason, it just felt right.
“Hello? You picked a name yet?”
Mel wondered.
“Yeah,” I responded. “My name’s
Alex.”
“So, Alex, how did you die?” Brendon asked. I began to think. How did I
die? Wait- I died? Those words finally
registered. I felt the blood drain from
my face as I began shaking. I had died. I
would never go to college, get a job,
grow up. Nothing would ever happen
to me! My life was over. I felt a tear
trickle down my face, and I blinked furiously. I couldn’t cry in front of these
people! I barely knew them! I bit my lip
in an attempt to calm down and stop
the tears.
“Hi!” Another voice spoke. This one
was much sweeter and more melodic.
“My name is Emmy and this is Wilson.
You’re taking it much better than most
newbies.”
“Sorry for Mel and Brendon. They
aren’t typically our welcome party.”
Wilson said with a smile. Wilson had his
hair dyed green, a sharp contrast
against his dark skin tone. He wore a
green sweatshirt with the sleeves
rolled up and jeans. He also wore a pair
of black sneakers like Brendon’s. Emmy
had her auburn hair in a ponytail. She
was wearing a pink dress with a jean
jacket and black flats. Emmy was smiling warmly at me, while Wilson glared
at Mel and Brendon.
“So…” Mel trailed off.
“Yes?” Wilson asked, raising an eyebrow.
“We gonna ‘ask’ the newbie to join
or what?” I got the feeling that ‘ask’
really meant ‘force.’
“Ignore them.” Emmy said, shooting a glare towards Mel and Brendon.
“Nobody is being forced to do anything.”
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“Oh, lovely,” I replied sarcastically.
“I absolutely love being forced to join
something that no one will tell me
about. I can’t wait!”
“Great! Then it’s settled!” Wilson
responded. Mel rolled her eyes at him
before responding.
“Excuse Wilson. He died long before sarcasm. Or fun.” Both Brendon
and Emmy gave a small chuckle at that.
“Emmy!” Wilson exclaimed. “We
died at the same time! Why are you
laughing?”
I missed Emmy’s retaliation due to
Mel leaning in and whispering in my
ear. “Those two were born in the
1800’s. They were married with a baby
when a tornado struck. They were both
killed protecting their child. Now, here
they lead us in our efforts to get back
to life. Unfortunately, when their child
died she went to the underworld. We
didn’t. It’s not that we aren’t good
enough, no. “It’s because we-”
Mel was cut off midsentence by a
startled yelp from Brendon. I frowned,
unable to make out what was happening. I think something hit my head, but
next thing I knew, my younger sister
who had died last month due to cancer
was kneeling over me.
“Sage?” I asked.
“Jordan?” she cried.
“Jordan? I’m Alex.”
“No. No, you’re not Alex. Your
name’s Jordan. Find me at the gate.”

I woke up screaming to my older
brother leaning over me. “Jo- are you
okay? I heard screaming.”
“I’m fine. I just miss Sage.”
“I know. Come on. Let’s go visit her
grave. Make a card, and then we can
go. And trust me, I know how hard it is
to lose a twin.”

—Caroline Beer

Dying sucks.
Now, I know what you’re thinking.
Yup, dying sure stinks. Wish you were still
with us. While I wasn’t necessarily happy
about the way things had been turning out
today, that wasn’t what I was talking about.
Dying literally sucks. It felt like a vacuum
was pulling at my hair, my clothes, my existence. It felt strange, uncomfortable, and
slightly invasive. As soon as the sucking
sensation ended, I was left in this great
expanse of space. It seemed to spread as
far as the eye could see- endless and blank,
like the universe painted as a blank canvas.
I didn’t see anyone else- maybe they were
all somewhere else in this universe thingy.
Or maybe I was just particularly unobservant.
I decided to assess what seemed to be
happing to me at the moment. I didn’t appear to be going anywhere, but my feet
weren’t touching the ground. It was like I
was freefalling, but without the wind whistling in my ears or my hair standing on end.
Maybe I really was descending rapidly, but
the laws of gravity were only half-affecting
me. Or maybe I was stuck here forever.
That was a depressing thought.
I decided to occupy myself with figuring out what exactly had happened in the
last twenty four hours to kill me. It was
hazy. I knew a couple trivial things- my
name, my age, where I lived- but that was
pretty much it. I felt like, knowing me, I had
probably kicked the bucket in some horribly
embarrassing and stupid way. Maybe I actually kicked a bucket and broke my ankle,
then died of starvation and disease because
I couldn’t move anywhere. That seemed
like something that would happen to me.
I glanced down at my feet. Deep, deep
below me, I could see the faint outline of a
building of some sorts. It was slowly getting clearer and closer. I grinned in triumphI was right. I had been freefalling down this
endless pit-expanse-thing. Actually, I wasn’t
sure if that was a good thing.
The ground was coming up to meet
me rapidly. I was slowly becoming more
and more panicked- could I die a second
time?- when suddenly, I had hit the ground.
I kept waiting for the feeling of impact…
you know, when you break all of your
bones because you’re traveling at breakneck speed towards the unknown surface
below you, and then you, I don’t know, die?
Yet for some odd reason, it hadn’t happened yet. I slowly brought my head upward and gazed around me. There was an
empty expanse of black, desert-like plains
stretching in all directions. It was completely empty save for the occasional rotten
tree. In front of me was a small, dingy
shack. This, too, was nearly completely
rotted away. I wouldn’t trust myself to
open the door without completely destroy-

ing it. But, as it was, the dingy little shack
seemed a whole lot more promising than
any of my other options. I opened the door.
I couldn’t believe my eyes. The supposedly ‘small’ structure lead into a gigantic
hall, complete with a plush maroon carpet
and great wide quartz columns spiraling up
to the ceiling. And speaking of the ceiling,
there was a giant crystal chandelier hanging
from up there. It reminded me of something, I think, since I suddenly began humming a random song. Huh. I must have
been a music nut when I was alive.
For the first time, I noticed the hundreds- no, thousands- of other people milling around the lobby. I supposed they, too,
had met an unfortunate end. Like me.
I noticed most of my fellow dead
dudes (yes, I had decided to refer to them
as that) had gathered into a slightly misshapen line, one that ended at a small front
desk. I had elected to join them when I
heard an echoing, annoyingly pompous
voice.
“Ahem! All untimely deaths- which
are, by the way of the Necromious Law, all
humanoids below the age of eighteen.”
I was wondering what exactly
‘humanoids’ referred to when I spotted a
gorilla making its way towards a pillar in the
back, which it had proceeded to climb. I
chose to ignore it, and instead make my
way towards the now-forming line of
younger dead dudes. It was only about
twenty dead dudes long at the moment, so
it seemed like a good time to join. I headed
to the end of the line, and listened in to the
two people in front of me. They were two
young boys- they looked almost like twins.
They were talking in whispered voices, so I
had to lean in to listen.
“Old Marty up on the farm was talking
all ‘bout this place a day or two ago. He was
sayin’ that it was big all like this. He’d come
back.”
“Really?” the other one whispered
excitedly. “I thought it was impossible to
get back!”
“Not impossible. Just near enough.”
I, stupidly, decided it was a good idea
to let these obviously secretive boys know
that I had been listening in. “What do you
mean, come back?”
Suddenly, the whole entire was silent.
Like, drop-a-pin-on-the-floor-and-you’dsomehow-hear-it-through-all-of-this-carpet
silent. I heard the faint creak of a chair, and
then a voice.
“Who dares mention,” he thundered,
“the ludicrous concept of coming back?”
I bit my lip, and raised my hand halfway. “Um, I suppose that would be me, allpowerful sir. Um, sir,” I added, just for good
measure.
“Approach!”
I made my way through the hordes of
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people, all whispering nervously. I pushed
my way through them. Strangely enough,
though, I didn’t see anyone standing there.
“Come!”
A door swung open, right behind the
desk. I wouldn’t even have noticed it before, it blended in so well. Behind it was
only blackness.
I carefully made my way through the
door, and into the dark. As soon as I
crossed the threshold, the door behind me
swung shut.
I gulped. “Um, hello?” My voice echoed strangely.
Suddenly, a warm, yellow light exploded into view. I jumped. A plump man with a
white mustache and a jolly smile was holding a small little lamp. His eyes crinkled
kindly. “Hello, my dear! I presume you wish
to come back?”
At this point, I still wasn’t quite sure
what ‘coming back’ was. So, I decided to
ask. The man laughed heartily.
“Ah, my dear, coming back is when
you return to the realm of the living!” he
winked at me. “But of course, that’s tricky.
It can’t really happen, you see.”
“Um… sure?”
“But we can get around that, now,
can’t we!” He grinned and handed me the
petite lamp. “Just follow that passage right
over there, and walk into the light. You got
it?”
I gripped the little light like my life
depended on it and stared down the hall in
front of me. I could see a little bit of light
peeking around the corner- my salvation, I
supposed. I turned around to thank the
man, but somehow, inexplicably, he was
gone.
I closed my eyes, took a breath, and
began to head down the path. It seemed
like a strange rush- and for some reason, it
was so much more difficult than dying. That
much I could remember. Dying had actually
been quite peaceful. I had just been lying
there, and then…
Wait. I remembered dying? How? I
rounded the corner, and almost headed
straight into doorway of glaring light. I
shielded my eyes and breathed deeply,
trying to slow my thumping heart. Wait…
thumping heart? Was I slowly becoming
more and more alive as I grew closer to the
brightness?
It didn’t matter, though. Because in
the end, I would be me. I would be alive.

There was a faint beeping sound in the
background, irritatingly metronomic and
consistent.
“Oh my god. Oh my god. Doctor?
Someone? She’s waking up!”

—Libby Merkel

FanWork

told. Other than that, it was
in one ear and out the other.
He was much too preoccupied with thoughts of Cas
erosexual manner.
Cas asked, causing Dean to
that he could focus on little
—Aria L. White
Cas raised an eyebrow at sheepishly lock eyes with
else, especially not on banal
Cas’ laugh was intoxicat- Dean’s intense expression,
him. "For a second there,
chatter he'd heard a thouing. It was a deep, throaty
waving his hand to catch his you got this really faraway
sand variations of.
chuckle, originating from his attention. Dean's eyes lifted, look." Cas chuckled nervousA hand squeezed Dean’s
lower abdomen and spread- settling at Cas' lips. They
ly, running a hand through
shoulder, lingering. "I'm goning into his chest. His head
were pale pink and full,
his tousled hair.
na jet, okay? I got a crap ton
was tilted back, scintillating much like his ex-girlfriend's.
"Yeah, I'm fine, just think- of homework I have to proemerald eyes scrunched in
He briefly contemplated how ing," murmured Dean. He
crastinate on." Cas’ baritone
pure elation as he continued easy it would be to lean over grinned, as if that proved
said, lips upturned in a smirk.
to laugh. He was beautiful,
and cover those pale lips
that he was okay.
Dean's gaze followed him
realized Dean, then immedi- with his, to taste what was
The rest of the group
to the door. After he left,
ately reprimanded himself
bound to be a mixture of
shrugged, continuing to con- Dean let a breath he didn't
for the thought. There was
coffee and Castiel’s girlverse about the latest footknow he'd been holding. He
nothing wrong with finding friend's strawberry lip balm. ball math again Emerson
caught Sam’s eyes on the
another guy attractive, Dean The thought irritated Dean
High, and how they kicked
other side of the room, and
told himself. It was simply
for a moment, until he realtheir asses in the playoffs.
from that knowing look,
acknowledging the undenia- ized he was being entirely
Dean would participate by
knew he was royally
ble fact that Cas was goodirrational.
nodding his and head or
screwed.
looking in a completely het"Hey, Dean, you okay?"
laughing when a joke was

Not for Me

Immortality
—Aria L. White
"It's strange," started
Cas, his gravelly tone filled
with amusement as he idly
flipped his way through a
newspaper. "You humans
seem to adore reading
and watching tragedies. I
don't see the appeal.
What's the point of subjecting yourselves to such
physiological torture?"
Dean glanced up from
his computer, his beer still
directed at his lips. "Well,
Cas, I don't know what to
tell you. Humans are
messed up, man. You
should know, Cas, you've
been one." Although he
didn't initially intend for
his words to be laced with
venom, his inner thoughts
betrayed him, encompassing his speech with hatred

and self-loathing.
Cas set down his
newspaper, fixing Dean
with a knowing glance. "I
can sense something is
wrong, Dean. Do you not
prefer me as an angel? I
would assume that I am of
much more use in my current form, rather than in a
squishy, mortal stance."
"That's not the point,
Cas," said Dean, his voice
tightly clipped. "It's the
fact that Sam and I are
eventually going to die,
probably sooner rather
than later. We're going to
leave you alone, and
you're going to have to
befriend new hunters.
You should at least try to
gain some humanity."
Even in his own head, his
words sounded so blatantly desperate that it
was nearly comical.
The angel's eyebrow

furrowed, attempting,
and ultimately failing, to
see Dean's point. "Are you
trying to say that perhaps
you would prefer it better
if I was still into my human
skin? Or if I was simply
another hunter friend of
yours?"
"No, Cas, that's noYes, I guess that's what
I'm implying," said Dean,
defeated.
In an instant, Cas
bounded towards the side
of the table Dean was, his
hands entangled in the
blue flannel he had been
wearing. As he stared into
Cas' blazing emerald eyes,
Dean was acutely aware
of a scene years ago, except that was in an alleyway. "If I were not an angel, you wouldn't even be
here! I dragged you out of
hell, I can drag you back
in."
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"I-I..." Dean wrenched
Cas' hands away from his
collar, rubbing at it nervously. "Cas, I will always
be grateful for everything
you've done for me and
my brother, but... I sometimes wish you were vulnerable, that you could
die just like me and Sam.
That way, I guess would
be able to relate to you
better."
Castiel stepped back,
looking up at the taller
man. "I-I suppose I can
attempt to gain some
semblance of humanity. I
am just not used to
your...human displays of
emotion."
Dean chuckled, glad
that he wasn't threatening to throw him back in
hell. "We both need to
work on that."

“Castiel” Artwork—Diane Ngu-

“Wordle” Artwork—Lydia Webster
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WORD
YEMTERCE
__________
4

2

3

EMPVARI
__________

NRMTOSE

__________
5

__________

GAMCI

ZIRABER
__________

Peregrine’s

Read it?
Seen it?
Try it!
CLUES
1. A person with a strange or unusual gift
2. A terrifying creature invisible to almost everyone
3. A hollowgast that has devoured enough peculiars to regain human form
4. A place where time has been caused to replay over and over again
5. A peculiar woman who can change into a bird and manipulate time
6. The name of the woman who takes care of the peculiar children Jacob meets
7. The age group of most people in the time loops
8. A very important element in the book
9. The island where Miss Peregrine's time loop can be found
10. The war that is going on at the time of Miss Peregrine's loop

ANSWERS: 1. Peculiar 2. Hollowgast 3. Wight 4. Loop...5. Ymbrine 6. Peregrine 7. Children 8. Time 9. Caimholm 10. World War Two

1

UMB
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Must See
Must
read
Coloring Page….

A tribute to Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children...
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bats

bewitched

Find the hidden words and the secret message… If you DARE!

candy
cemetery
coffins
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Corpses
deadly
devilish
Frankenstein
footsteps

Halloween
haunted
hobgoblin
horror
Incantation
lightning
Menace
murder
nightmare

paranormal
Phantom
poison
poltergeist
psychopath
pumpkin
screech
Skeleton
Suffocate
terrified
trickortreat

What does an eye doctor give on Halloween?

vampire
xenoglossia

Answer/Hidden Message:
____ ____ ____ ____ ____

Zombies

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
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Who Drew It BEST
?
Sometimes we offer challenges!

Valerie Adler

Sydney North

Come join us at…

Come help us make

Fridays in room 228

the next magazine!

Photography, Art,

Stories, Poems And More!!
Do you have some poems, stories, art or something you’d
like published? Submit your work to our magazine! See Ms.
Phillips in room 228 or just ask your English teacher, art
teacher, or the library staff.
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Kitchen Sink Saga
—Ellie Salamone, Sabrina Yu
Kitchen sinks are masterpieces of the soul.
Disposals rid trash like myself from the world.
Faucets wash souls clean from sins which I
write.
Drains drain an oyster’s oyst.
Water flows from the eyeholes in paradise.
Food bits float in air like Pop Tarts.
Dishes dis life—and I cry.
Counters echo like screaming birds, squeaking
like cleaning soap.
Dishrags wash bottle caps and shoes.
Fridges freeze tears in happy triangles.
Plot swerve!
Incoherent crying.

—Kristen Azzara
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Artwork—Lydia Webster
All-Weather Friends

Artwork—Gabi Golemb

Artwork—Sarah Winfree
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“Raven” Artwork—Diane Nguyen

